INTRODUCTION

22
GeoNode 1 is a web framework, based on an open source software technology stack, which enables 
28
GeoNode is a web application which allows users to share geospatial datasets and combine them in 29 thematic web maps. All of the datasets are accessible from clients using Open Geospatial Consortium 
Web Application
The GeoNode web application is the central component of the framework and it is the orchestrator of GeoNode core entities are layers and maps (in a few instances there can be also documents but for the 83 sake of simplicity we will leave them out in this paper). It is possible to assign one category to each layer 84 or map, a set of geographic regions (countries, continents) and a number of tags.
85
A Layer represents a spatial dataset in the system -which can be of vector or raster type or from 86 a remote internet service. Each layer can be associated to different styles, and -in the case of vector 87 datasets, can be composed of different layer attributes. like the visibility, opacity and styles. GeoNode also tracks different versions of a specific map, therefore 94 the user will be able to return to a previously saved version (snapshot) of the same map.
95
The web application can be run using a web server such as nginx 33 This containers architecture is also used by the GeoNode Continuous Integration (CI) infrastructure 189 for each build of the system, which happens any time a pull request is created in GitHub.
190
As per deployment operations, the GeoNode community is discussing a possible production ready 
